3: Three pillars of a Green New Deal

1. Tackling the climate crisis and toxic pollution
2. Creating good, high-paying jobs
3. Fighting racial, economic, and gender inequity
2: Two linked crises: Climate & inequity
GND resolution: Goals

1. Climate/pollution:
   --“net-zero greenhouse gas emissions”
   --“a fair and just transition for all communities and workers”
   --“clean air and water, climate and community resiliency, healthy food, access to nature, and a sustainable environment” for all

2. Jobs:
   --“millions of good, high-wage jobs”
   --“prosperity and economic security for all”

3. Equity:
   --“stopping current, preventing future, and repairing historic oppression of indigenous peoples, communities of color, migrant communities, deindustrialized communities, depopulated rural communities, the poor, low-income workers, women, the elderly, the unhoused, people with disabilities, and youth”
Building alignment and momentum

Laying the groundwork for policy change: Compelling vision + press momentum + growing coalition + congressional support
Inclusive process ➔ Inclusive economy
GND policy ideas

- 100% clean energy
- **Infrastructure renewal:**
  - Reduce climate impacts
  - Ensure clean water
  - Expand clean transportation
- **Weatherize all buildings**
- Massive growth in **clean manufacturing**
- **Restore ecosystems** and clean up hazardous waste
Infrastructure renewal
Weatherize America
Clean manufacturing revolution

BUY CLEAN CALIFORNIA
SPEND TAXPAYER DOLLARS CONSISTENT WITH CALIFORNIA’S CLIMATE CHANGE GOALS
Green brigades